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Discover a simple method to attract abundance. It's so easy that even children can do it.After doing

the steps outlined in this book, watch as the flow of money in your life increase, without having to

work more or harder than you are doing now. Happy Money will help you understand how money

works and what is keeping people from attracting prosperity. It will show you how you can have a

life that is free from money worries.
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If you are like me and have sat back wondering why those that are rich are getting richer and those

that are poor stay that way. Maybe it is due to the fact that these people may know something that

we all don't. In the book I came across titled Happy Money (Increase the Flow of Money with a

Simple 2-Step Formula), I along with many that have bought the book have discovered the power of

wanting something and making it so with the power of positive thinking. Too often a person will not

make the needed changes because they feel that they are simply too hard or that manifestation will



simply not work.While I was looking into this topic, I also came across this other wonderful book

titledÂ Manifestation Magic: Attracting Abundant Wealth, Incredible Health, Great Relationships, and

Limitless Success into Your Life. This I have to admit was a game changer in my life. I had always

heard people that said that they hoped for something and that it just happened out of nowhere but I

had not myself been able to see this happen in person. That changed in a big way after reading this

book and seeing that if I want to have more money that the power was simply in my hands and that I

alone could make it happen or not.Happy Money (Increase the Flow of Money with a Simple 2-Step

Formula) is one of the better books on the market to helping a person achieve the goals that they

are seeking out in life. This along with reading Manifestation Magic: Attracting Abundant Wealth,

Incredible Health, Great Relationships, and Limitless Success into Your Life, will be the combination

that you need to keep in mind to help and guide your dreams of getting ahead in terms of money

come true. While no one can expect to be a millionaire overnight, there are a lot of people that when

harnessing the power of positive thinking can make their dreams a lot more of a reality.

It has to be true that we as human beings, share a consciousness. Right before I stumbled onto this

book, I had a thought to start leaving money for random strangers on their car windshields, with a

note attached...an inspiring note. I did so a few times but was often overly concerned I'd be 'caught',

so I stopped.Happy Money's method is something I'd not bought of (much easier to leave a little

money roll right behind a box of cake mix in the local grocery store)...plus the added energetic

benefit of communicating with the Spirit of Money....well, I'm already seeing results in the form of

free gifts and money arriving exactly when I need it.Too, the act of being grateful for every little thing

that comes into my periphery is heart-opening.I love this book and intend to continue this practice

indefinitely. Not only does it work, but I feel so good - happy - while doing it.

It takes a little while to get to the point....She builds up anticipation. But, "wait for it" ...... believe me.

If you like any type of surprise for unsuspecting people, this is it. It makes me giddy just thinking

about it, and is cheaper than one latte.The second and final step just may be the most important

one for most of us, whose Grandparents grew up during the Great Depression. Also what was

drilled into us: money is the root of all evil. We need to start a new "friendship" with money, says Ms

Buenostar. Be open to accepting money; it is not a bad thing and it is not going to harm you or

others by letting it come into your life. PLUS, it will allow you to do much more of step one by letting

that energy flow freely. I adore this new take on abundance. Her idea to surprise other's is

PHENOMENAL to say the very least.



Happy Money first struck me as a little farfetched, but I came to understand the concept of "mind

over matter" in another light. It is psychological feat to be able to change your mindset and energy

into attracting things you need, but I agree that it has such unrealized potential and isn't utilized

enough by people.To supplement Happy Money, I read Dr. Andrew Goodman's book calledÂ No

Money, No Problem: limited funds, unlimited options. Honestly I don't even think about my finances

the same way any more thanks to Dr. Goodman. There are occurrences that will suddenly occur

without explanation. Although because I have read these books I understand exactly how these

things came to be.It will absolutely work as well for anyone who is willing to give it a chance. Don't

read it being skeptical or with a preconceived notion. Go on and read it being open minded and

willing to give it a chance. It is mentally challenging at first, especially for cause and effect believers.

Just like karma, you have power over your finances - and Happy Money tells you how.

Ok, so I haven't left dollar bills scattered throughout the grocery store, but this book has inspired me

to give more than usual. Recently, a member of my extended family lost their house during a

tornado. Family members set up one of those GoFund sites. Normally, I would have donated $20,

maybe $30, but I felt the need to donate much more, which I did.I frequent this local eatery, and

they know me pretty well. When I sit down, they already know what I drink, etc. So, I increased the

amount I give for their tip. I know these examples sound very insignificant, but they really aren't to

me. This book shed a different light about money. It's like now, I want to give when I can. One of my

co-workers collects $$$ from ea person who wants to drink from our water fountain thingy. Later, I

found out that my co-worker pays the difference out of his pocket. Now, I double the amount than

what I gave before. He probably still pays out of his pocket, but he appreciates the effort.
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